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President’s Report to UK Council 

  

1. Key Activities in the Period 

Key activities has been  

a) Engagement with IET / SEE on the Professional recognition programme.  As per the decisions at 

the June 2016 Council meeting engagement with the IET was made, describing the changes to 

the operation the INCOSE UK wanted.  The IET stated that they both 1) understood why we 

wanted to make the changes we did, to give the best value / range of service to INCOSE 

members, and 2) that they could not accommodate those changes in their system (as they 

would disrupt a detail / efficient professional registration operation of which we are less than 1% 

of.  Therefore it was an agreement that it would be sensible for us to find another partner to 

work with to get professional registration for our members.  I have signed the new agreement 

with the SEE, and the Professional Registration team are moving on to the new arrangements 

with the See.  The IET have indicated that they still wish to retain / enhance contact with INCOSE 

on technical matters relating to the application / discipline of Systems Engineering.  

b) I represented INCOSE at the Engineering Council AGM on 23rd June 

c) Chapter business at the INCOSE IS.  I represented the chapter at the Chapter finance model 

meeting.  There are “warm noises” coming about understanding our situation, and moving 

towards a better financial model – but it is moving slowly.  Direct conversation with INCOSE 

treasurer (Meaghan O’Neil) indicated willingness to help – both on exchange rates and will 

distribution of any surplus fro IS16 – but there have been no detail 

d) IS 2016 – as we’ve said this was not a “UK event”, but we were determined to make sure that it 

had a strong “UK” feel.  This was achieved – mostly through Ian Gibson’s Program Management 

and the strong UK contribution to the fringe– but partly through my personal contribution as 

MC.  I’d like to take this chance to thank all those from the UK chapter who worked hard to 

make the IS event the success it was.  I am very clear that the UK chapter rose in the estimation 

of all INCOSE members who attended 

e) I was invited to represent INCOSE / Systems Engineering at a Energy Systems Catapult / EPSRC 2 

day workshop 10-12 July.  They were clear that the Energy System needs a complete / holistic 

approach, and so Systems Engineering would be a part of that.  Not many really understood 

what Systems Engineering really was (there were some exceptions – representatives from Bristol 

and Loughborough University).  Out of this the Energy Systems Catapult are actively considering 

joing the UKAB.  However, they have yet to work out how they, as an organisation, will fully 

exploit the benefit being a UKAB member will give them, and will not ecide to join until they 

work this out. 

f) I have attended the monthly EMEA sector meetings – both on the phone and at IS.  They intned 

to run a repeat “European Working group workshop” (as held in Paris in 2015) around 

September 2017, in Germany.  Additiaonlly, they are actively looking for a location for holding n 

IW in (Southern Eurpoe) in either 2018 or 2019.  Part of the difficulty is the different “bulk” 

order models between Europe and Us – in US if you guarantee the attendees in the hotel then 
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the rooms come for free.  It is different in Europe – so need to come up with a different financial 

model (total net cost – IW and room?) – which unfortunately will take time   

2. Upcoming Events/Activities 
Have been working with the Royal Academy of Engineering to ensure that there will be INCOSE 

involvement in their forthcoming workshops on Health and Social care systems.  They are holding 4 

workshops between 21 September and 2 November – and Someone from INCOSE invited to each. 

ASCEC 2016 is not far away – the key activity now is promotion of the event and getting sufficient 

people registered.  I ask all members of Council to Support Ian and Jon with this work.  Each Council 

officer needs to prepare a (one page) summary of activity for presentation at the AGM.   

Handover – I am coming to the end of my time as president –I am in discussion with Ivan to ensure a 

smooth transition 

3. Items for UK Council Attention –  
We must focus on promoting attendance at ASEC 16.  This event is vital to our momentum, and we 

need to good turnout to improve our finances.  We all need to support Ian Gibson and Jon Holt in 

preparations for this.  It is important that this event is more than “consolation prize” for those who 

could not go to INCOSE IS 16 in Edinburgh.  It is a major Systems Engineering in its own right, and 

must be seen as such 

We still have much to do in terms of capturing / consolidating our standard / established ways of 

working.  We need to continue with this effort so that time can be freed from the routine so that 

council members can support the incoming President on a) facing the financial control challenges, b) 

continue to add value to our members, and c) development (aligned with forthcoming strategy) of 

new developments for Systems Engineering.  Ensuring that the routine is truly routine and easy / 

quick to do is important to our future success and development.  Associated with this, we must also 

continue to encourage and nurture the active volunteers within the INCOSE UK chapter  . 

 

Richard Beasley 

INCOSE UK President 

5th September 2016 


